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Abstract—We present a novel low-cost method for visual communication and telepresence in a CAVETM-like environment, relying on
2D stereo-based video avatars. The system combines a selection of proven efficient algorithms and approximations in a unique way,
resulting in a convincing stereoscopic real-time representation of a remote user acquired in a spatially immersive display. The system
was designed to extend existing projection systems with acquisition capabilities requiring minimal hardware modifications and cost.
The system uses infrared-based image segmentation to enable concurrent acquisition and projection in an immersive environment
without a static background. The system consists of two color cameras and two additional b/w cameras used for segmentation in the
near-IR spectrum. There is no need for special optics as the mask and color image are merged using image-warping based on a depth
estimation. The resulting stereo image stream is compressed, streamed across a network, and displayed as a frame-sequential stereo
texture on a billboard in the remote virtual environment.

Index Terms—Remote systems, segmentation, stereo, virtual reality, teleconferencing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE introduction of telepresence features into collabora-
tive applications promises improved productivity as

well as significantly higher user acceptance of long distance
collaboration (Fig. 1). In addition to having a voice
connection, rendering a high-quality image of the remote
user in realtime provides a feeling of co-presence [22]. In
particular, applications in immersive virtual environments
are prime candidates as the integration of the user
representation into the virtual shared world provides
increased social proximity, compared to a separate video.
Practical implementations of telepresence systems in im-
mersive environments, however, pose some severe difficul-
ties, namely, the lighting requirements for video acquisition
contradict with the needs for high quality projection. Strong
lighting and uniform backgrounds would ease acquisition
and segmentation of the user, however, for projection, the
user has to stand in a dark room, surrounded by projection
surfaces, such as in a CAVETM [3].

Numerous approaches, leading from complex and
expensive systems such as that in the blue-c [8], to simpler
systems using stereo cameras and IR-lights in combination
with beam-splitters in [2], have been tried to solve the
problem. However, very high cost, static background, long
processing times or difficult calibration are limiting factors
of previous systems.

The work presented in this paper demonstrates a way of
extending existing spatially immersive displays with off-
the-shelf components. The robustness of the segmentation
and simplicity of the used image-warping approach lead to
a real-time system with a high quality user representation
while keeping the costs low.

1.1 Contributions

We present a novel system for concurrent projection and
image acquisition inside a spatially immersive display. It
provides a low-cost solution based on commodity hardware
by combining segmentation in the near-infrared spectrum,
image-warping to match the IR and color information from
different cameras, and depth extraction through stereo
matching to calculate disparities. The robustness of the
segmentation and simplicity of the image-warping ap-
proach lead to a high quality user representation.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows:

. We introduce a practical implementation for image
segmentation in the near-infrared spectrum, which
works in a standard CAVETM-like environment with
active, concurrent projection.

. An image-warping algorithm and a stereo depth
detection method enable us to combine the mask
from the near-IR segmentation with a color image,
relaxing the strict alignment requirements from
traditional approaches employing beam splitters.

. Since no interpolation between different views is
necessary using a stereo image stream, we maintain
a very high texture quality.
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. The acquisition and transmission system is inte-
grated into an existing collaborative virtual reality
toolkit.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we discuss different approaches in related work.
Section 3 gives a system overview of hardware and software
components. We will describe some experiments including
IR lamp positioning and reflection property characterization
to generate good infrared reflective images for a robust user
silhouette in Section 4. Section 5 explains silhouette fitting
methods to generate stereo images for a stereo-video avatar,
followed by a description of the integration of this avatar into
the virtual world in Section 6. Finally we present results
including performance analysis in Section 7 and conclude in
Section 8.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review some of the existing
methods for acquisition and reconstruction of 3D shapes in
general as well as acquisition of different representations
for supporting telepresence in Collaborative Virtual Envir-
onments (CVEs).

2.1 Fast Acquisition and Reconstruction

The main problem when acquiring and reconstructing
3D objects for collaborative environments is to fulfill real-
time constraints. In 1994, Laurentini [9] presented the
“visual hull” which is created from several silhouette
images. Based on the idea of visual hulls, Matusik et al.
presented two very fast methods to create an image-based
visual hull (IBVH) taking advantage of epipolar geometry
in [13], and a polyhedral visual hull constructing a
triangular surface representation in [12]. In the past,
infrared-based structured light [4] has been successfully
applied for reconstruction of 3D objects in a short amount of
time. Narayanan et al. [15] combined the depth map and
intensity image of each camera view at each time instant to
form a Visible Surface Model. In 1998, Pollard and Hayes
[19] rendered real scenes from new viewpoints using depth
map representations by morphing live video streams.

2.2 Simultaneous Acquisition and Displaying

One of the key issues of these methods is the segmentation of
foreground and background, which has been the topic of
many papers to date. Telepresence can be provided by a video
avatar, which is generated from live video streams from
single or multiple cameras. The TELEPORT system presented
in [7] uses 2D video avatars generated by a delta-keying

technique. Raskar et al. [20] calculated depth information
using a structured light technique in the Office of the Future.
In the past few years, video avatar generation techniques
based on multiple cameras (such as the National Tele-
Immersion Initiative [21]) have been developed. Ogi et al.
[16], [18] developed a 2.5D video avatar consisting of a
triangulated and textured depth image. Using a Triclops
Color Stereo Vision system made by Point Grey Research Inc.,
they apply a depth segmentation algorithm and use blue
screens to improve the silhouettes by chroma-keying which is
not feasible in a running CVE system. Ogi et al. [17] take the
basis of segmentation by stereo cameras and blue screening to
a further step and generate video avatars as plane, depth, and
voxel-models according to their embedding needs. A very
similar approach to segmentation has been chosen by Suh et
al. [23], but the constraint of a constant background color is
very restrictive.

Subramanian et al. [26] reconstruct a view dependent
textured head model using an additional tracker device
with complementary background subtraction while approx-
imating the body by a bounding box. In [1] researchers from
INRIA are applying a realtime reconstruction technique
based on the visual hull algorithm developed at MIT
assuming a static background.

Our work has been inspired by the blue-c system [8]. This
system exploited and extended the time-slicing concept of
active stereo projection to control the lighting and shutdown
the projection within a short time interval to enable
traditional segmentation methods. In contrast to our ap-
proach, the blue-c acquires and transmits a dynamic 3D video
object [24]. It requires significantly higher processing power
and custom built hardware to control the lighting and
projection system.

2.2.1 Thermal Keying and IR-Segmentation

The systems mentioned above all control the background of
the user to be acquired in the visible spectrum. A very
different technique presented by Yasuda et al. [27]
introduced a thermal vision camera in order to realize a
human region segmentation based on natural heat emission
of the body. However, the system fails to segment cold
objects held by the user. An IR segmentation approach
using a beam-splitter was presented in the Lightstage
system [5] and also more recently in [2]. Instead of choosing
an IR-reflective material to bounce the light back, infrared
translucent material is lit from behind in [4]. In a system
presented in [10] a special retroreflective background
augmenting reflections of IR-light is chosen.

Instead of requiring precise mechanical alignment
needed when using beam-splitters, we align the IR and
color images using an image warping step, which is less
error-prone. It also works well in a typical running
CAVETM-like environment without specially treated screen
material. Furthermore, we avoid complicated 3D geometry
while preserving a sensation of depth by introducing a
stereo billboard.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Stereoscopic displays play an important role in virtual
reality by increasing the feeling of immersion. Instead of
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Fig. 1. An example of a running collaboration with a snapshot of both

sides.



acquiring 3D geometry from the user, which is then
rendered for both eyes separately onto the stereoscopic
display, we directly capture images from two texture
cameras placed at a distance corresponding roughly to
binocular disparity.

In order to embed the captured collaborating party in the
virtual world a segmentation of the texture images is
necessary. We therefore use two camera pairs to generate a
segmented, stereoscopic image sequence. Each pair consists
of a grayscale camera with an attached IR bandpass filter
and a color camera with an IR cutoff filter. We extract the
user silhouette mask using the grayscale camera in the near
infrared spectrum. (The silhouette mask will be referred to
as “silhouette” throughout the remainder of the paper.) The
silhouette can then be used as a mask on the texture image
which is captured by the color camera, referred to as
“texture camera.”

In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we describe the software and
hardware components in more detail.

3.1 Software Components

Fig. 2 depicts the pipeline to generate the segmented stereo
image stream to support telepresence. The sequential nature
of the algorithm is reflected in the software components.
Silhouettes of the user can be found for each eye by
comparing the current IR image to a previously learned
background image. Silhouettes are then fitted to the texture
information in order to mask out the user from the
background. Finally, the texture image is warped by
simulating a backprojection onto the billboard.

The resulting images are compressed and transmitted to
the collaborating site. There, the images are mapped onto a
billboard that is placed into the virtual scene. Each step of the
pipeline is explained in more detail in Sections 4, 5, 6, and 7.

3.2 Hardware Components

The four sided CAVETM-like environment used for our
experiments consists of a front, left, right, and a floor part,
all measuring 2.4m � 2.4m, and four CRT projectors
(BARCO-GRAPHICS 808s). Four cameras, four IR, and
two ambient lights are arranged as depicted in Fig. 3.

The four Dragonfly IEEE-1394 cameras from Point Grey
Research Inc. are placed on the top of the front screen. Of
these, two are texture cameras that are mounted in the
center and two are silhouette cameras affixed on either side
of the texture cameras. All four cameras are attached to a
single computer to simplify the synchronization. We avoid
occlusion of the projection by mounting the cameras on top
of the front screen. Four 35W IR lamps with a light
spectrum peaking at 730nm are carefully positioned to
illuminate the user. Two of them are mounted on top next
to the cameras, pointing roughly in the same direction as
the cameras. Additional IR lights are placed in the left and
right front corners on the floor. They point towards the
middle of the front screen to diffuse the light and illuminate
the user indirectly from the bottom. The advantages of this
setup are discussed in detail in Section 4.1.

The projection environment has to be rather dark since
we use CRT projectors. We add two lights in the visible
spectrum to illuminate the user to yield a better texture
quality. These lights must have a fairly narrow light cone to
avoid illuminating the projection screen. The spotlights are
mounted above the cameras on either side of the IR-lights.

4 EXTRACT USER SILHOUETTE

To deal with the dynamic lighting environment caused by
concurrent projection we use infrared reflective images as
the input to a traditional background subtraction algorithm.
The near-infrared illumination in our environment is static
since the projectors only emit light in the visible spectrum
and no other dynamic sources are present.

The physical setup of our CAVETM-like environment
does not allow uniform illumination of the background
without illuminating the person as well. If we restrict the IR
illumination to the back wall we would only get half of the
silhouette due to the camera pointing down on the user (see
Fig. 4). We therefore illuminate the person from the front
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Fig. 2. System overview: the processing pipeline for the creation of

stereo video avatars based on IR segmentation.

Fig. 3. Sketched and photographic view of the hardware setup, showing

four IR lamps, four cameras, and two ambient lights. (a) Scaled view of

one of the four used IR lights. (b) Scaled view of the specific

arrangements of the components.



and use a background subtraction method optimized for
infrared light based on [11].

Near-IR images only contain a single intensity channel.
Careful placement of the light sources is therefore critical in
order to achieve a robust segmentation, as compared to
color image segmentation which typically relies on the hue
and saturation channels as well. Furthermore, choosing the
right materials for clothes and the background is important.
A short analysis of typical, relevant materials is included in
the following sections. Since there is no interference
between the IR light and the texture cameras due to the
integral IR cut-off filters, we can do the analysis indepen-
dently of the projected content.

4.1 Infrared Lamp Positioning

The lights are positioned as close as possible to the IR-
cameras to minimize shadows and self-shadowing artifacts.

In our setup, we use one IR-light above each IR-camera
and one IR-light in each front corner of the CAVETM-like
environment (Fig. 3). The two lights on the floor illuminate
the legs indirectly by bouncing the light off the front wall
(see Fig. 5a), while the two lights above are used to
additionally illuminate the top part of the body (see Fig. 5b).
Fig. 5c shows the result when using all the lights
simultaneously.

In order to get a good silhouette we have to maximize the
intensity difference �I between the foreground captured at
runtime and the initial background. In addition to careful
positioning of the IR lights, we benefit from the intensity
fall-off relative to the distance squared. Fig. 6 illustrates the
rapid intensity difference when increasing the distance
between foreground and background d2.

Assuming a Lambertian surface for the background,
surface orientation did not cause problems in our experi-
ments, and specular highlights of the foreground improve
segmentation further. However, it can create problems with
hair under certain circumstances as discussed in Section 4.2.3.

4.2 Material, Skin and Hair

Most CAVETM-like environments are open to the back. By
hanging a curtain with low IR-reflection as a back wall,
unwanted reflection caused by common lab material can be
removed.

The foreground material mostly consists of cloth, human
skin, and hair. The cloth can of course be picked for specific
reflection properties, whereas the skin and hair have set
constraints.

4.2.1 Characterize Cloth

IR reflection is not related to visible colors, but to the
combination of paint and fabrics (see Figs. 7a, 7b, and 7c).

Due to the difficulty of the IR reflectance characteriza-
tion, we built a simple setup to measure the reflection
properties of different materials (Fig. 7d). Using this simple
scanning device, we can tell quickly if the cloth worn leads
to good silhouettes. We capture an IR-image of the screen
material and the curtain in the background at a distance dc
from the IR light and compare them to the intensity of the
material captured at the same distance dc.

The conservative way is to check if the difference
between the foreground intensity IF (0 � IF � 1) and the
background intensity IB (0 � IB � 1) exceeds a threshold T .

T < IF � IB: ð1Þ

More cloth can be accepted if we take the intensity fall-
off into account. We can consider the worst case scenario for
the segmentation by calculating the difference between the
intensity of the foreground at maximum distance from the
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Fig. 4. Influence of IR back lighting versus front lighting. (a) Simulated

mask and segmented image when using IR back lighting techniques.

(b) Generated mask and segmented image when using IR front lighting

techniques.

Fig. 5. Segmentation depending on different setups of the IR lights.

(a) IR lights only on the floor. (b) IR lights only on top of the front wall.

(c) Combination of the two previous setups.

Fig. 6. Intensity depending on distance from IR light source to object.

(a) Illustration of possible distances. (b) Graph showing intensity

difference depending on d1 and d2.



light dfmax and the intensity of the background at minimum
distance dbmin from the light, where dfmax < dbmin (see (2)).

T <
IF � d2

c

d2
fmax

� IB � d
2
c

d2
bmin

: ð2Þ

After scanning different cloth and various other materi-
als, we found the majority to be reflective enough in order
to be segmented correctly by our algorithm. Most people
will therefore be able to use our system without changing
clothes. We provide a jacket for those rare cases where the
user wears nonreflective cloth.

4.2.2 Characterize Skin

If the IR reflection of skin is measured at the same distance
and illumination as the background material, the segmenta-
tion does not perform well as can be seen in Fig. 8a. However,
during collaboration, the user has a certain distance to the
background material, which leads to a perfect segmentation
of skin. In Fig. 8b, the hand is at 1 meter from the IR light
source, while the background is captured at 1.8 meters. The
scaled difference of the skin and the background shows that
skin can be segmented reliably with a projection wall as
backdrop.

4.2.3 Characterize Hair

Hair is the most difficult part to be recognized as

foreground as it does not reflect near-IR light well. The

reflection property of different hair colors is very similar as

shown in Fig. 9, with a tendency of blonde reflecting

slightly better than black hair. Only a slight enhancement

can be achieved by applying hair spray or gel as it often

enhances the specular component only, which is already

strong. We therefore darken the background around the

head region instead of trying to brighten up the hair. Using

a non IR reflective curtain as backdrop leads to good results

for hair segmentation even for black hair (Fig. 9).

5 STEREO IMAGE GENERATION

Each silhouette is fitted to the texture image using estimated

disparity before being applied as a mask leading to a

segmented texture image. After masking, we generate

projective texturing images to reduce foreshortening.

5.1 Disparity Estimation

We define the centroid of a user in each silhouette image as

corresponding points. Knowing the two centroids, we can

estimate the depth of the point in 3D space corresponding

to the centroid by using the triangulation algorithm

described in [25]. After rectification using [6], all epipolar

lines become parallel to rows of the image (Fig. 10), which

reduces the searching space for corresponding points

between the silhouette and the texture image to one

dimension.

By approximating the person by a plane and assuming

an upright position, the varying depth can be approximated

linearly. Consequently, we can calculate disparity between

silhouette and texture images with (3), where b is the length

of the baseline of two cameras, f is the focal length and zh is

the estimated depth of the user increasing from head to feet.

dh ¼
b � f
zh

: ð3Þ

By calculating the disparity for each image pair inde-
pendently over time, we can observe jittering artifacts due
to differences in silhouette extractions, which lead to
varying depth estimations. In order to minimize jittering
artifacts, but still keep a good texture fitting when the
captured person is moving, we apply a Kalman filter to the
estimated 3D position.
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Fig. 7. IR reflection properties of different materials. (a) Part of a sweater

consisting of one single material, but colored with different dyes.

(b) Texture image of different color patches of the same material (c) and

their IR reflection. (d) System used to scan material.

Fig. 8. Segmentation of skin. (a) Hand and Background are at the same

distance from the IR light source. (b) Hand is at 1 meter and Background

at 1.8 meter from the IR light source.

Fig. 9. Different hair and skin color captured with a color and an IR

camera.

Fig. 10. Epipolar lines for color and texture images (a) and (b) before

rectification and (c) and (d) after rectification.



5.2 Masking

The silhouette image is rectified by the homography Hb,
translated by T depending on the disparity dh and trans-
formed by the inverse homography H�1

c resulting in a mask
for the texture image (see Fig. 11). Hc is the homography
which would be needed to rectify the texture image.

For this to be a good approximation we make the
following assumptions: both cameras lie close to each other,
the user is approximated by a plane, and we do not have
significant distortion differences between the cameras.
Applying the disparity correction to the silhouette leaves
the implicit captured depth cues of the texture cameras
unchanged.

5.3 Projective Texturing

Due to the positioning of the capturing cameras above the
front wall, we get images at an oblique angle, causing
foreshortening. Repositioning of the cameras at eye-level is
impossible due to occlusions of the screen. Applying
projective texturing onto a stereo video billboard allows
rendering of the captured user along a vertical parallax and
therefore from eye-level while minimizing foreshortening
effects (see Fig. 12b).

Simplifying the geometry of the user by a plane yields to

some distortion during reprojection. However, it is restricted

to areas with high variance of the distance of the true 3D

geometry of the user to the plane. We name this distance zP
(see Fig. 13a). The resulting distortion yP is given as

yP ¼
yC � zP
zC

; ð4Þ

with zC being the distance in z-direction from the camera
center to a point Pi on the user and yC being the distance
between the capturing camera CCap and the rendering
camera CRen. The introduced error is limited to the vertical
parallax and has no influence on the horizontal parallax and
also no influence on the disparity values as shown in the
Section 5.4. Therefore, projective texturing is a valid
solution for minimization of foreshortening.

5.4 Disparity Analysis

Omitting a detailed 3D geometry and approximating the
user by a plane requires a thorough analysis of the final
disparity visible to the user in the CAVETM-like setup. Since
there are only two cameras and no detailed geometry
reconstruction, the representation can only be rendered
correctly from a vertical parallax including the position of
the capturing camera CCap. In order to assure the quality of
the disparity through the whole pipeline for this viewing
range, steps potentially having an effect on it will be
analyzed in more detail. Masking of the textures, projective
texturing and, finally, rendering the stereo billboard in the
virtual scene are the three critical steps.

Since masking the textures using the silhouette images is
not modifying the disparities but only setting parts of the
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Fig. 11. Silhouette fitting process: Poðx; y; 1Þ is a pixel position in the

silhouette mask, Pcðx; y; 1Þ is a pixel position in texture image, Hc, Hb is a

homography for the rectification of the texture and silhouette image,

respectively.

Fig. 12. Projective texturing. (a) Before and (b) after.

Fig. 13. Different drafts of the setup configuration are depicted (a) from

the side and (b) from the top considering reprojection onto the green

billboard. In (c) and (d), a rendering setup for two different viewing

positions are shown.



texture image to transparent, the correctness of the
disparities is trivial.

Furthermore, the influence of the projective texturing step
on the disparity is analyzed. Points of the user lying on the
same plane as the billboard (e.g., P1 in Figs. 13a and 13b) are
reprojected to the original place in 3D space. This will lead to
the correct disparity independent of camera distance to the
billboard. For the points lying distance zP away from the
billboard (e.g., P2 in Figs. 13a and 13b), the reprojection of the
left and right eye images lead to two distinct points. The
intersection of the rays from the camera centers of CLeft and
CRight to the reprojected points lies at a distance zP from the
billboard as long as the cameras lie z ¼ zP þ zC from the
billboard. Note that the height of the position of the camera
does not have an influence on zP , but only on the distortion yP .

We assume the same baseline b as well as the same focal
length f for the cameras for the rendering CRen as for the
cameras in the capturing CCap setup. Furthermore, the
distance of corresponding points on the billboard xP (see
Figs. 13c and 13d) is independent of the movement of the
local user during rendering, leading to

xP
zP
¼ b

zC
and

xP
z0P
¼ b

z0C
: ð5Þ

Therefore, the perceived depth of every point of the remote
user zP is changing proportionally to z, where z ¼ zP þ zC .

Consequently, the remote user appears correct if the

distance zCap from the remote user to the capturing cameras

and the distance zRen from the local user to the billboard are

the same. We performed an informal system evaluation

with 16 people of whom four are experts with stereoscopic

displays and 12 are nonexperts. The collaborating person

was captured at a distance of 1.4m. The users were put in a

CAVETM-like system with one mono billboard and one

stereo billboard representing the same collaborator. They

were asked to choose the best range to see the correct

3D appearance, the distance which was acceptable for a

3D representation, and the distance from where they could

not distinguish between the mono billboard and the stereo

billboard. Results are shown in Table 1. Some of the users

mentioned that the perceived depth does not continuously

increase when standing further and further away, but

rather leads to the same depth perception as for the mono

billboard. This is similar to viewing a real 3D object from

far away, where parallax information becomes a weaker

depth cue than self-shadowing or occlusion. If a user stands

closer than 90cm to the front wall not only will the depth

cue given through disparity almost get lost, but she will

also be badly captured by the cameras. Therefore this

position would make little sense during a collaboration.
This informal evaluation confirms the introduction of an

additional depth cue by using the stereo billboard. It would
require detailed user studies in order to elaborate which

aspects of the stereo billboard are most advantageous for
copresence. This will be subject for future work.

6 INTEGRATION

The generated stereo images of the video avatar are
transmitted to the collaborative party to be integrated into
the virtual world. In order to send the images in realtime,
we apply a JPEG compression and transfer them as a packet
with additional header information using the TCP/IP
protocol. The resulting stereo image is rendered onto a
billboard to represent the user inside the virtual world. The
basic features required for rendering a video stream are
provided by the blue-c API, namely, its 2D video service
[14]. The original 2D video service was enhanced with
stereo capabilities to render different images for both eyes.
If the user is moving relative to the billboard, the billboard
is rotated in order to be perpendicular to the line between
the camera and the billboard center.

Blending the user seamlessly into the virtual environ-
ment requires an alpha channel to stencil out the back-
ground. In order to avoid the overhead of sending an
additional image mask for transparency, we define a color
range appearing transparent. As opposed to defining a
single matte color, this approach permits the encoding of
different alpha values. It has proven to be robust enough
against JPEG compression artifacts for our purposes.

7 RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS

In this section, first, we will show a performance analysis for
the generation of video avatars and their transmission over
the network, second, we will discuss the texture quality, and
third, we will present results and possible applications.

7.1 Performance

For the performance analysis we consider two parts. One is
the processing time of the captured images and the other is the
transmission of those images over the network. For the
performance analysis of the rendering part, we refer to [14].
By the term “frame,” we are in fact referring to two images,
one per eye.

Included in the processing time of the captured images
are all the steps from the acquisition to the projective
texture generation (see Table 2). Parallel processing or a
multi computer setup have not yet been exploited, even
though the system would lend itself naturally to such a
performance optimization.

Processed images have to be transmitted over a network
to the other collaborating party, where bandwidth limita-
tions can cause a bottleneck. During our experiments, we
sent video avatars generated at ETH Zürich in Switzerland
over an intercontinental link to a CAVETM-like system at
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TABLE 1
Informal System Evaluation: 3D Appearance (cm)

TABLE 2
Processing Time (s) per Stereo Image for Different Resolutions



Ewha Womans University in Korea. We measured a total

available network bandwidth of up to 161.25KB/sec leading

to a transmission time of 0.094s for a 640� 480 frame.

Considering the processing time is 2.4 times longer, the

bottleneck does not lie in the transmission of the data.
Doing the processing and the transmission of the images

in parallel lets us update video avatars in the virtual world

in realtime (19fps for 320� 240). When increasing the

resolution to 640� 480 the framerate drops to 4.5fps.

7.2 Texture Quality

The visual quality of a fixed viewpoint stereo video

billboard depends on the texture quality and the correct

disparity treatment due to the lack of a precise geometry.

Two steps in the pipeline can cause a decrease of texture

quality, namely projective texturing and JPEG compression.

Projective texturing can introduce distortion depending on

the variance in distance from the true 3D geometry of the

user to the billboard as described in Section 5.3. This

problem limits the possibility of using our representation

for collaboration, where exact pointing gestures are re-

quired. However, the high frequency details of the texture

are mostly preserved since there is no blending between

different viewpoints, therefore, a high-quality texture can

be generated. In the future, further improvements could be

achieved by substituting the JPEG compression by MPEG4.

7.3 Visual Results and Application

Our acquisition of a stereo video avatar is very fast since

no stereo-algorithm, visual hull or any other geometrical

reconstruction is necessary. Despite our simple represen-

tation the ability to perceive collaborators in 3D under the

constraints mentioned in Section 5.4 is possible due to

stereo video images on the one hand, and due to high

texture quality maintaining additional visual depth cues

(e.g., self-shadowing) on the other. Additionally, the

captured texture quality facilitates nonverbal communica-

tion cues. The system can be integrated in an up to six

sided CAVETM-like environment without encountering

problems of realtime segmentation. Therefore, the repre-

sentation can be seamlessly blended into a virtual

collaboration environment.
In Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, we integrated our system in a

Chess application from [14] for test purposes and

experienced realtime collaboration over an intercontinen-

tal link. In the future, applications like teleconferencing,

virtual architecture guidance, collaborative planning, and

even collaborative games could be envisaged. This light-

weight and cheap extension to virtual environments,

delivering high texture quality at fast frame rates, is

ideal for many collaborative environments even beyond

CAVETM-like systems.
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Fig. 14. For reasons of quality verification all the snapshots have been taken in the mono mode of our environment. (a) and (b) High quality stereo
video avatar composition in a Chess application. (c) Realtime mirroring of user in running CAVETM-like system. (d) Collaboration example of two
users over an intercontinental link.



8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We created a simple and cheap (US $6,000) setup based on
infrared and texture cameras, which does not rely on
calibration-critical optical components such as semitran-
sparent mirrors thanks to a texture warping algorithm that
matches the images from different cameras.

Our approach works very well for face to face collabora-
tion settings and also more generally for collaborations
allowing a fixed viewing range of the collaborating party,
since a per pixel disparity appearing correct to the user (see
Section 5.4) is equivalent to per pixel depth information. As
soon as the viewpoint of the user changes along a horizontal
parallax, our system lacks geometry or additional cameras
to which the viewpoint could be switched. However, we
achieved real time collaboration with high texture quality
and accurate depth along the vertical parallax through the
captured position, and limited depth accuracy when
moving towards or from the object. Furthermore, our
system performs very well even if the user is surrounded
by a running CAVETM-like environment. These criteria
appeared to be more important for achieving an increased
feeling of copresence in a face to face collaboration than an
accurate geometrical representation of the user, which is
cumbersome and very expensive to achieve in a running
immersive environment [8]. In the future, detailed user
studies will be necessary in order to elaborate which aspects
of our representation have most effect on the feeling of
copresence.

Currently, our hardware installation is limited to a single
stereo acquisition pair and, therefore, to a single viewing

direction. Adding additional cameras around the user
would allow switching between streams for additional
viewing directions. The IR-based segmentation mask would
also enable us to perform a full 3D object reconstruction,
similar to Matusik et al.’s polygonal visual hull or the blue-c
3D video fragment system. Future work will also include
optimization of the IR lighting to increase the robustness of
the segmentation. In particular, the IR diffusion properties
of projection screens could be further exploited to get a
uniform dark background, which would make a character-
ization of hair and cloth redundant. Our work could be
extended to multiple users per collaboration environment
like shown in Fig. 15e and Fig. 15f, which would further
enhance group collaborations. In order to provide a
complete collaboration environment, we will integrate
audio capabilities in future versions.
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Fig. 15. A sequence of snapshots from our running collaboration system showing visions of possible future work. (a), (b) and (c) Direct collaboration

between two parties. (d) User mirrored into virtual world captured in stereo mode. (e) and (f) Future collaboration environment, where more than one

person per location can join a meeting in a virtual world.
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